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Welcome Teachers!
This Planning Guide has been created to give you the tools to maximise your students’ experience
during your next visit to the Discovery Science & Technology Centre. Our aim is to inspire and
nurture scientific curiosity and to encourage hands-on exploration. Through hands-on school
programs, such as our challenge workshops, students will have the opportunity to learn science
concepts that link to curriculum standards, as well as develop skills in imagination, teamwork and
resilience. Our interactive exhibits and tailored planetarium programs also fulfil science curriculum
and broader educational outcomes.
We look forward to seeing you soon,

Jonathan Ridnell
General Manager
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About us
How to book your visit
We know teachers have busy timetables! If you happen to leave a message by phone or email please include a
convenient time to call you back. We want to work around your classroom schedule.
To book your visit contact our Bookings Officer
Phone: (03) 5444 4400 - extension 2
Email: bookings@discovery.asn.au
Hours: Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm

How to find us
Discovery is conveniently located in the
Bendigo CBD at 7 Railway Place, Bendigo next to the Bendigo Railway Station and the
Bendigo Marketplace Shopping Centre.
Groups can catch the train to the centre, or make
use of the ample parking spaces (including
bus parking and drop off areas).

Accessibility
Discovery is equipped with a ramp and disabled toilet, and our exhibits and Planetarium are wheelchair accessible.
We can tailor our programs to suit different abilities and preferences.

Hours of Operation
Excursions and Incursions are available during Victorian School Terms Tuesday - Friday, 10am - 4pm
Discovery is closed on National Public Holidays. Contact us to discuss visits outside these hours.

Rules of Conduct
Teachers, supervisors and students are responsible for appropriate behaviour at all times. Your group may be asked
to leave if members are acting irresponsibly.

Cancellation Policy
Schools can cancel their bookings up to 48 hours in advance. Terms and conditions state that any cancellations
within 48 hours of your visit will be charged at 50% of your quote. Failure to show will result in 100% being charged.

Bag storage
The Discovery Centre can usually accommodate bags in an open-access area. All items of value should be left at
home. The Discovery Centre is not responsible for any lost or stolen items. Recovered items can be retrieved from
the front desk.
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Admission
Admission Rates

students

adults

time

EARLY LEARNING VISIT
Available for Preschool and Kinder Groups
Educational Visit (Workshop, Exhibits and Planetarium)

$10.50

free*

~2 hrs

General Visit (Exhibits and Planetarium)

$5

free*

~90 mins

* 1 free supervisor per 5 students, $12 per additional supervisor

SCHOOL VISIT
Available from Prep to Grade 12
Educational Visit (Workshop, Exhibits, Vertical Slide and Planetarium)

$15

free*

~2.5 hrs

General Visit (Exhibits, Vertical Slide and Planetarium

$9.50

free*

~2 hrs

free*

5.00 pm 8.30 am

* 1 free supervisor per 10 students, $12 per additional supervisor

SLEEPOVER
$45

Sleepover

* 1 free supervisor per 10 students, $45 per additional supervisor

PIZZA PARTY
Pizza Party Package (up to 25 people)

$600

5.00 pm 8.00 pm

Add a Challenge Workshop

$100

(+ 0.5 hr)

Please see our website for the our booking terms and conditions: www.discovery.asn.au
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Planning
Checklist for a trip to the Discovery Science & Technology Centre
Prior to your visit, have you:
q Checked your confirmation email (sent five days prior to your visit) and informed Discovery of any changes?
q Reminded students to wear or bring socks? (Students need to be wearing socks on the Vertical Slide)
q Made sure your students have money to spend in our shop? (Let staff know if you do not wish to visit the shop)
q Paid your Sleepover deposit 4 weeks in advance? (Only applies to Sleepover bookings)

Planning your day
The Discovery Centre is a cooperative and accommodating space which often hosts multiple groups at
once. Each group will have a Visitor Coordinator who will go over their itinerary when they arrive. To ensure we
can remain flexible around unforeseen circumstances such as late buses or weather events we cannot provide
itineraries in advance, however you can see some sample itineraries below.
Please let us know if you would like to include a meal break during your visit, and if your students will want to visit
the Discovery shop, as this might impact your itinerary.

Sample itineraries
See how your time with us might flow
EARLY LEARNING VISIT EXAMPLE
Educational Visit

General Visit

2 hours - larger groups may require longer

90 mins - larger groups may require longer

10:00 am - Arrive at Discovery: Visitor Coordinator will
greet your group and give introduction
10.10 am - Planetarium Session
10.30 am - Free time in the exhibits
11.15 am - Workshop (See page 7)
12.00pm - Meet your bus to head back to school

10:00 am - Arrive at Discovery: Visitor Coordinator will
greet your group and give introduction
10.10 am - Planetarium Session
10.30 am - Free time in the exhibits
11.30 am - Meet your bus to head back to school

SAMPLE ONLY
SCHOOL VISIT EXAMPLE
Educational Visit

General Visit

2.5 hours - larger groups may require longer

2 hours - larger groups may require longer

10:00 am - Arrive at Discovery: Visitor Coordinator will
greet your group and give introduction
10.10 am - Slide Session
10.30 am - Planetarium Session
11.00 am - Workshop (See page 10)
12.00 pm - Free time in the exhibits
12.30 pm - Meet your bus to head back to school

10:00 am - Arrive at Discovery: Visitor Coordinator will
greet your group and give introduction
10.10 am - Slide Session
10.30 am - Planetarium Session
11.00 am - Free time in the exhibits
12.00 pm - Meet your bus to head back to school

SAMPLE ONLY
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Early Learning Visit
Explore the Exhibit Floor
Hands-on science fun is inescapable as you explore the Discovery Centre’s exhibit floor. Inquiry based learning
occurs naturally, with every exhibit a new opportunity to ask questions, experiment and discover. The innate
curiosity inherent in all children makes them natural scientists. To help direct, expand and develop their scientific
skills we follow three simple steps:
QUESTION:
Children love asking questions, and their natural curiosity drives them to want to know more. Ask your students to
articulate a question they want to answer, even something as simple as “what will happen if I press this?”. Asking
questions is the first part of being a scientist.
GUESS:
After your students have formulated their question, ask them to guess what will happen. When they get to high
school they might call this a hypothesis but the value of this guess is to have them think about what they already
know. To try and piece together prior knowledge and observations to infer a potential outcome. Though this sounds
complicated you’ll be surprised to find we all do this without even realising.
TEST:
Finally, everyone’s favourite stage, give it a go! When we finally get to test out our question/guess we need to
observe what happened. Use your five senses: look, listen, feel, smell and (sometimes) taste. This will help us work
out what has really happened and why.

Investigate our new Early Learning Space
Our newly refurbished Early Learning Space, Kaleidoscope, is a tactile,
sensory and interactive space for babies to five year olds to safely
investigate, play and learn.
Little tinkerers can experiment, build and innovate with our block building
space and magnetic wall. Our upgraded mine combines imaginative role
play with recent Bendigo history.
Experiment with light and shadow in our Rainbow Box, and delight in
endless reflections in our Human Kaleidoscope.

Visit outer space in our Planetarium
Pop on your astronaut helmet and zoom into space in our
Planetarium! Little discoverers will be guided through the cosmos
with an introduction to stars and planets.
Can you see pictures in the stars? Learn about some of the picture
and stories that people have seen in the stars.

Early Learning Workshops
Hands-on learning
Workshops are a brilliant way to enhance the Discovery experience.
With guidance from a trained science explainer, students use their natural curiosity and learn
how to be a scientist in their everyday life.

Recommended Early Learning Workshop
MINIBEASTS
Kinder - Grade 2
Subjects: Biology, Science Literacy
Minibeasts allows mini scientists to explore the world around them. We introduce
scientific classification with what features define a minibeast, and a discuss few
weird and wonderful adaptations that help minibeasts live in their environment.

Additional Early Learning Workshops
ON THE MOVE
Kinder - Grade 1
Subjects: Physics, Science Literacy
Young discoverers are taught the scientific method of “question, guess, test” and
observe the answer, and are given fun items to explore.
LITTLE LABS
Kinder - Grade 2
Subjects: Chemistry, Physics, Science Literacy
Young discoverers can take their first step in scientific exploration by conducting
some real experiments in our Lab, learning some key scientific inquiry skills such as
asking questions and making observations.
SOUNDS LIKE
Kinder - Grade 4
Subjects: Physics, Science Literacy
Can you make a cup cluck? A rattle roll? The Sounds Like lab lets students explore
the physics of sound and create “music” and different noises with simple objects.

Workshops
MINIBEASTS
Kinder - Grade 2
Subjects: Biology, Science Literacy
Minibeasts allows mini scientists to explore of the world around them,
what makes things living and non-living, the needs of living things and a
few weird and wonderful adaptations.

Victorian Curriculum Links
Critical Creative
F to Level 2:
Identify, describe and use different kinds of question stems to gather information and ideas (VCCCTQ001)
Make simple modifications to known ideas and routine solutions to generate some different ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ003)
Compare and contrast information and ideas in own and others reasoning (VCCCTR005)
Consider how reasons and examples are used to support a point of view and illustrate meaning (VCCCTR006)
Investigate ways to problem-solve, using egocentric and experiential language (VCCCTM009)

Personal Social
F to Level 2:
Recognise that problems or challenges are a normal part of life and that there are actions that can be undertaken to manage problems
(VCPSCSE003)
Practise the skills required to include others and make friends with peers, teachers and other adults (VCPSCSO005)
Name and practise basic skills required to work collaboratively with peers (VCPSCSO006)
Use appropriate language to describe what happens and how they feel when experiencing positive interactions or conflict (VCPSCSO007)
Investigate ways to problem-solve, using egocentric and experiential language (VCCCTM009)
Explain how being prepared to try new things can help identify strategies when faced with unfamiliar or challenging situations (VCPSCSE010)
Listen to others’ ideas, and recognise that others may see things differently (VCPSCSO012)
Use basic skills required for participation in group tasks and respond to simple questions about their contribution to group tasks (VCPSCSO014)
Recognise that conflict occurs and distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate ways to deal with conflict (VCPSCSO015)

Science
F to Level 2:
People use science in their daily lives (VCSSU041)
Objects are made of materials that have observable properties (VCSSU044)
Everyday materials can be physically changed or combined with other materials in a variety of ways for particular purposes (VCSSU045)
The way objects move depends on a variety of factors including their size and shape: a push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes
shape (VCSSU048)
Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar objects and events (VCSIS050)
Participate in guided investigations, including making observations using the senses, to explore and answer questions (VCSIS051)
Compare observations and predictions with those of others (VCSIS054)
Represent and communicate observations and ideas about changes in objects and events in a variety of ways (VCSIS055)

Design & Technology
F to Level 2:
Explore how plants and animals are grown for food, clothing and shelter (VCDSTC015)
Explore how food is selected and prepared for healthy eating (VCDSTC016)
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School Visit
Explore the Exhibit Floor
Hands-on science fun is inescapable as you explore the Discovery Centre’s exhibit floor. Inquiry based learning
occurs naturally, with every exhibit a new opportunity to ask questions, experiment and discover. The innate
curiosity inherent in all children make them natural scientists. To help direct, expand and develop their scientific
skills we follow three simple steps:
QUESTION:
Children love asking questions, and their natural curiosity drives them to want to know more. Ask your students to
articulate a question they want to answer, even something as simple as “what will happen if I press this?”. Asking
questions is the first part of being a scientist.
GUESS:
After your students have formulated their question, ask them to guess what will happen. When they get to high
school they might call this a hypothesis but the value of this guess is to have them think about what they already
know. To try and piece together prior knowledge and observations to infer a potential outcome. Though this sounds
complicated you’ll be surprised to find we all do this without even realising.
TEST:
Finally, everyone’s favourite stage, give it a go! When we finally get to test out our question/guess we need to
observe what happened. Use your 5 senses: look, listen, feel, smell and (sometimes) taste. This will help us work out
what has really happened and why.

Experience gravity on our Vertical Slide

The angle at which the slide is curved means that no matter which point
you come in contact with the slide your speed ensures that you don’t
go splat. The Discovery Centre provides overalls for sliders to wear over
their clothes, but please ensure students have their own socks to wear.

VERTICAL

For students aged 5 and over our Vertical Slide offers an experience of
gravity and friction that they’ll never forget! At 7 metres high, students
can drop from the top and slide to a stop (after reaching a possible top
speed of 40 km an hour).

Visit outer space in our Planetarium
Explore the wonders of astronomy and the limitless phenomena in
the sky above from the comfort of our Planetarium. Students will be
guided through the the planets in our solar system before a guided
tour of the night sky.
Learn how to recognise certain constellations and some of the stories
that people have seen in the stars.
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School Workshops
Hands-on learning

Our hands-on workshops are a brilliant way to enhance the Discovery experience. With guidance from a trained
science explainer, students learn and explore scientific principles. Through a series of challenges tailored to their age
and ability students use initiative, experiment, collaborate, and build resilience, all skills needed to become expert
problem solvers. Materials used are things students can find around the home and teachers are given access to
resources so that the spark of curiosity and excitement can continue to grow well beyond their visit to Discovery.
Discovery has a great selection of workshops to suit different ages. Included in this document are our recommended
workshops and their curriculum links (for our other workshops and curriculum links please visit our website).

Recommended Workshops
MINIBEASTS
Kinder - Grade 2
Subjects: Biology, Science Literacy
Minibeasts allows mini scientists to explore the world around them. We introduce
scientific classification with what features define a minibeast, and a discuss few
weird and wonderful adaptations that help minibeasts live in their environment.

WIND TUNNELS
Grade 2 - Grade 6
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students are challenged to overcome obstacles through engineering, using
creativity to explore the forces of gravity and the power of air whilst also building
skills in iteration and resilience. See page 12 for Victorian Curriculum Links.
MARBLE RUNS
Grade 2 - Grade 8
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students use trial and error to control the path of a marble. They will engineer
solutions to the problems they encounter using forces such as gravity, friction, push,
pull and balance whilst exploring the importance of teamwork and resilience. See
page 14 for Victorian Curriculum Links.
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School Workshops
Additional Workshops
ON THE MOVE (Kinder - Grade 1)
Subjects: Physics, Science Literacy
Young discoverers are taught the scientific method of “question, guess, test” and
observe the answer, and are given fun items to explore.
LITTLE LABS (Kinder - Grade 2)
Subjects: Chemistry, Science Literacy
Young discoverers take their first steps in scientific exploration by conducting some real
experiments in our Lab.
SOUNDS LIKE (Kinder - Grade 4)
Subjects: Physics, Science Literacy
Can you make a cup cluck? A rattle roll? The Sounds Like lab lets students explore the
physics of sound and create “music” and different noises with simple objects.
ICE CHALLENGE (Grade 2 - Grade 4)
Subjects: Engineering, Physics, Mathematics
Students are challenged to explore what makes ice melt vs what makes it stay frozen,
and to use engineering to speed up and slow down that process.
REACT NOW (Grade 2 - Grade 5)
Subjects: Chemistry
Students explore chemical change by creating and observing very different
chemical reactions.
MAGNETIC GAMES (Grade 3 - Grade 5)
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students explore force and magnetism, and go from experimenting and testing to
designing their own magnetic games.
GOING THROUGH PHASES (Grade 2 - Grade 6)
Subjects: Chemistry, Physics
Explore properties of solids, liquids and gases, and how they can change from one
phase to another through hands-on experiments.
HOW SOUND (Grade 3 - Grade 6)
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students will explore ways to make their own instruments with different materials.
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Workshop Curriculum Links
WIND TUNNELS
Grade 2 - Grade 6
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students are challenged to overcome obstacles through engineering,
using creativity to explore the forces of gravity and the power of air.

Victorian Curriculum Links
Critical Creative
F to Level 2:
Identify, describe and use different kinds of question stems to gather information and ideas (VCCCTQ001)
Make simple modifications to known ideas and routine solutions to generate some different ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ003)
Compare and contrast information and ideas in own and others’ reasoning (VCCCTR005)
Grades 3-4
Construct and use open and closed questions for different purposes (VCCCTQ010)
Investigate different techniques to sort facts and extend known ideas to generate novel and imaginative ideas (VCCCTQ012)
Identify and use ‘If, then…’ and ‘what if…’ reasoning (VCCCTR016)
Explore distinctions when organising and sorting information and ideas from a range of sources (VCCCTR017)
Investigate a range of problem-solving strategies, including brainstorming, identifying, comparing and selecting options, and developing and
testing hypotheses (VCCCTM020)
Grades 5-6
how different kinds of questions can be used to identify and clarify information, ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ021)
Experiment with alternative ideas and actions by setting preconceptions to one side (VCCCTQ022)
Identify and form links and patterns from multiple information sources to generate non-routine ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ023)
Investigate common reasoning errors including contradiction and inconsistency, and the influence of context (VCCCTR024)
Consider the importance of giving reasons and evidence and how the strength of these can be evaluated (VCCCTR025)
Examine the difference between valid and sound arguments and between inductive and deductive reasoning, and their degrees of certainty
(VCCCTR027)
Investigate thinking processes using visual models and language strategies (VCCCTM029)
Investigate how ideas and problems can be disaggregated into smaller elements or ideas, how criteria can be used to identify gaps in existing
knowledge, and assess and test ideas and proposals (VCCCTM031)

Personal Social
F to Level 2:
Identify personal strengths and describe how these strengths are useful in school or family life (VCPSCSE009)
Explain how being prepared to try new things can help identify strategies when faced with unfamiliar or challenging situations (VCPSCSE010)
Listen to others’ ideas, and recognise that others may see things differently (VCPSCSO012)
Use basic skills required for participation in group tasks and respond to simple questions about their contribution to group tasks (VCPSCSO014)
Recognise that conflict occurs and distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate ways to deal with conflict (VCPSCSO015)
Grades 3-4
Identify personal strengths and select personal qualities that could be further developed (VCPSCSE017)
Identify how persistence and adaptability can be used when faced with challenging situations and change (VCPSCSE018)
Name and describe the skills required to work independently (VCPSCSE019)
Describe the ways in which similarities and differences can affect relationships (VCPSCSO021)
Identify the importance of including others in activities, groups and games (VCPSCSO022)
Demonstrate skills for effective participation in group tasks and use criteria provided to reflect on the effectiveness of the teams in which they
participate (VCPSCSO023)
Identify conflicts that may occur in peer groups and suggest possible causes and resolutions (VCPSCSO024)
Grades 5-6
Reflect on how personal strengths have assisted in achieving success at home, at school or in the community (VCPSCSE026)
Describe what it means to be confident, adaptable and persistent and why these attributes are important in dealing with new or challenging
situations (VCPSCSE027)
Identify the skills for working independently and describe their performance when undertaking independent tasks (VCPSCSE028)
Identify the characteristics of an effective team and develop descriptions for particular roles including leadership, and describe both their own
and their team’s performance when undertaking various roles (VCPSCSO032)
Describe the various causes of conflict and evaluate possible strategies to address conflict (VCPSCSO033)

Science
Grade 2
People use science in their daily lives (VCSSU041)
The way objects move depends on a variety of factors including their size and shape: a push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes
shape (VCSSU048)
Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar objects and events (VCSIS050)
Participate in guided investigations, including making observations using the senses, to explore and answer questions (VCSIS051)
Use informal measurements in the collection and recording of observations (VCSIS052)
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Workshop Curriculum Links
Victorian Curriculum Links Continued
Science continued

Grade 2 continued
Compare observations and predictions with those of others (VCSIS054)
Represent and communicate observations and ideas about changes in objects and events in a variety of ways (VCSIS055)
Grade 3
Recognise the role of people in design and technologies occupations and explore factors, including sustainability, that impact on the design of
solutions to meet community needs (VCDSTS023)
Investigate how forces and the properties of materials affect the behaviour of a designed solution (VCDSTC024)
Investigate the suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for a range of purposes (VCDSTC027)
Critique needs or opportunities for designing and explore and test a variety of materials, components, tools and equipment and the techniques
needed to create designed solutions (VCDSCD028)
Generate, develop, and communicate design ideas and decisions using appropriate technical terms and graphical representation techniques
(VCDSCD029)
Select and use materials, components, tools and equipment using safe work practices to produce designed solutions (VCDSCD030)
Evaluate design ideas, processes and solutions based on criteria for success developed with guidance and including care for the environment
and communities (VCDSCD031)
Plan a sequence of production steps when making designed solutions (VCDSCD032)
Grade 4
Science knowledge helps people to understand the effects of their actions (VCSSU056)
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties these properties can influence their use (VCSSU060)
Forces can be exerted by one object on another through direct contact or from a distance (VCSSU064)
With guidance, identify questions in familiar contexts that can be investigated scientifically and predict what might happen based on prior
knowledge (VCSIS065)
Suggest ways to plan and conduct investigations to find answers to questions including consideration of the elements of fair tests (VCSIS066)
Safely use appropriate materials, tools, equipment and technologies (VCSIS067)
Compare results with predictions, suggesting possible reasons for findings (VCSIS070)
Reflect on an investigation, including whether a test was fair or not (VCSIS071)
Represent and communicate observations, ideas and findings to show patterns and relationships using formal and informal scientific language
(VCSIS072)
Grade 5
Scientific understandings, discoveries and inventions are used to inform personal and community decisions and to solve problems that directly
affect people’s lives (VCSSU073)
Solids, liquids and gases behave in different ways and have observable properties that help to classify them (VCSSU076)
With guidance, pose questions to clarify practical problems or inform a scientific investigation, and predict what the findings of an investigation
might be based on previous experiences or general rules (VCSIS082)
With guidance, plan appropriate investigation types to answer questions or solve problems and use equipment, technologies and materials safely,
identifying potential risks (VCSIS083)
Decide which variables should be changed, measured and controlled in fair tests and accurately observe, measure and record data (VCSIS084)
Compare data with predictions and use as evidence in developing explanations (VCSIS086)
Suggest improvements to the methods used to investigate a question or solve a problem (VCSIS087)
Communicate ideas and processes using evidence to develop explanations of events and phenomena and to identify simple cause-and-effect
relationships (VCSIS088)
Grade 6
Scientific understandings, discoveries and inventions are used to inform personal and community decisions and to solve problems that directly
affect people’s lives (VCSSU073)
Solids, liquids and gases behave in different ways and have observable properties that help to classify them (VCSSU076)
With guidance, pose questions to clarify practical problems or inform a scientific investigation, and predict what the findings of an investigation
might be based on previous experiences or general rules (VCSIS082)
With guidance, plan appropriate investigation types to answer questions or solve problems and use equipment, technologies and materials safely,
identifying potential risks (VCSIS083)
Decide which variables should be changed, measured and controlled in fair tests and accurately observe, measure and record data (VCSIS084)
Compare data with predictions and use as evidence in developing explanations (VCSIS086)
Suggest improvements to the methods used to investigate a question or solve a problem (VCSIS087)
Communicate ideas and processes using evidence to develop explanations of events and phenomena and to identify simple cause-and-effect
relationships (VCSIS088)

Design and Technology
Explore how technologies use forces to create movement in designed solutions (VCDSTC014)
Explore the characteristics and properties of materials and components that are used to create designed solutions (VCDSTC017)
Visualise, generate, and communicate design ideas through describing, drawing and modelling (VCDSCD019)
Use materials, components, tools, equipment and techniques to produce designed solutions safely (VCDSCD020)
Use personal preferences to evaluate the success of design ideas, processes and solutions including their care for environment (VCDSCD021)
Sequence steps for making designed solutions (VCDSCD022)
Recognise the role of people in design and technologies occupations and explore factors, including sustainability, that impact on the design of
solutions to meet community needs (VCDSTS023)
Investigate how forces and the properties of materials affect the behaviour of a designed solution (VCDSTC024)
Investigate the suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for a range of purposes (VCDSTC027)
Critique needs or opportunities for designing and explore and test a variety of materials, components, tools and equipment and the techniques
needed to create designed solutions (VCDSCD028)
Select and use materials, components, tools and equipment using safe work practices to produce designed solutions (VCDSCD030)
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Workshop Curriculum Links
MARBLE RUNS
Grade 2 - Grade 8
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students use trial and error to control the path of a marble. They will
engineer solutions to the problems they encounter using forces such as
gravity, friction, push, pull and balance.

Victorian Curriculum Links
Critical Creative
F to Level 2:
Identify, describe and use different kinds of question stems to gather information and ideas (VCCCTQ001)
Make simple modifications to known ideas and routine solutions to generate some different ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ003)
Compare and contrast information and ideas in own and others reasoning (VCCCTR005)
Grades 3-4
Construct and use open and closed questions for different purposes (VCCCTQ010)
Investigate different techniques to sort facts and extend known ideas to generate novel and imaginative ideas (VCCCTQ012)
Identify and use ‘If, then…’ and ‘what if…’ reasoning (VCCCTR016)
Explore distinctions when organising and sorting information and ideas from a range of sources (VCCCTR017)
Investigate a range of problem-solving strategies, including brainstorming, identifying, comparing and selecting options, and developing and
testing hypotheses (VCCCTM020)
Grades 5-6
Examine how different kinds of questions can be used to identify and clarify information, ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ021)
Experiment with alternative ideas and actions by setting preconceptions to one side (VCCCTQ022)
Identify and form links and patterns from multiple information sources to generate non-routine ideas and possibilities (VCCCTQ023)
Investigate common reasoning errors including contradiction and inconsistency, and the influence of context (VCCCTR024)
Consider the importance of giving reasons and evidence and how the strength of these can be evaluated (VCCCTR025)
Examine the difference between valid and sound arguments and between inductive and deductive reasoning, and their degrees of certainty
(VCCCTR027)
Investigate thinking processes using visual models and language strategies (VCCCTM029)
Investigate how ideas and problems can be disaggregated into smaller elements or ideas, how criteria can be used to identify gaps in existing
knowledge, and assess and test ideas and proposals (VCCCTM031)

Personal Social
F to Level 2:
Identify personal strengths and describe how these strengths are useful in school or family life (VCPSCSE009)
Explain how being prepared to try new things can help identify strategies when faced with unfamiliar or challenging situations (VCPSCSE010)
Listen to others’ ideas, and recognise that others may see things differently (VCPSCSO012)
Describe ways of making and keeping friends, including how actions and words can help or hurt others, and the effects of modifying their
behaviour (VCPSCSO013)
Use basic skills required for participation in group tasks and respond to simple questions about their contribution to group tasks (VCPSCSO014)
Recognise that conflict occurs and distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate ways to deal with conflict (VCPSCSO015)
Grades 3-4
Identify personal strengths and select personal qualities that could be further developed (VCPSCSE017)
Identify how persistence and adaptability can be used when faced with challenging situations and change (VCPSCSE018)
Name and describe the skills required to work independently (VCPSCSE019)
Describe the ways in which similarities and differences can affect relationships (VCPSCSO021)
Identify the importance of including others in activities, groups and games (VCPSCSO022)
Demonstrate skills for effective participation in group tasks and use criteria provided to reflect on the effectiveness of the teams in which they
participate (VCPSCSO023)
Identify conflicts that may occur in peer groups and suggest possible causes and resolutions (VCPSCSO024)
Grades 5-6
Reflect on how personal strengths have assisted in achieving success at home, at school or in the community (VCPSCSE026)
Describe what it means to be confident, adaptable and persistent and why these attributes are important in dealing with new or challenging
situations (VCPSCSE027)
Identify the skills for working independently and describe their performance when undertaking independent tasks (VCPSCSE028)
Identify the characteristics of an effective team and develop descriptions for particular roles including leadership, and describe both their own
and their team’s performance when undertaking various roles (VCPSCSO032)
Describe the various causes of conflict and evaluate possible strategies to address conflict (VCPSCSO033)

Science
Grade 2
People use science in their daily lives (VCSSU041)
The way objects move depends on a variety of factors including their size and shape: a push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes
shape (VCSSU048)
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Workshop Curriculum Links
Victorian Curriculum Links Continued
Science continued

Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar objects and events (VCSIS050)
Participate in guided investigations, including making observations using the senses, to explore and answer questions (VCSIS051)
Use informal measurements in the collection and recording of observations (VCSIS052)
Compare observations and predictions with those of others (VCSIS054)
Represent and communicate observations and ideas about changes in objects and events in a variety of ways (VCSIS055)
Grade 3
Recognise the role of people in design and technologies occupations and explore factors, including sustainability, that impact on the design of
solutions to meet community needs (VCDSTS023)
Investigate how forces and the properties of materials affect the behaviour of a designed solution (VCDSTC024)
Investigate the suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for a range of purposes (VCDSTC027)
Critique needs or opportunities for designing and explore and test a variety of materials, components, tools and equipment and the techniques
needed to create designed solutions (VCDSCD028)
Generate, develop, and communicate design ideas and decisions using appropriate technical terms and graphical representation techniques
(VCDSCD029)
Select and use materials, components, tools and equipment using safe work practices to produce designed solutions (VCDSCD030)
Evaluate design ideas, processes and solutions based on criteria for success developed with guidance and including care for the environment
and communities (VCDSCD031)
Plan a sequence of production steps when making designed solutions (VCDSCD032)
Grade 4
Science knowledge helps people to understand the effects of their actions (VCSSU056)
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical propertiesthese properties can influence their use (VCSSU060)
Forces can be exerted by one object on another through direct contact or from a distance (VCSSU064)
With guidance, identify questions in familiar contexts that can be investigated scientifically and predict what might happen based on prior
knowledge (VCSIS065)
Suggest ways to plan and conduct investigations to find answers to questions including consideration of the elements of fair tests (VCSIS066)
Safely use appropriate materials, tools, equipment and technologies (VCSIS067)
Compare results with predictions, suggesting possible reasons for findings (VCSIS070)
Reflect on an investigation, including whether a test was fair or not (VCSIS071)
Represent and communicate observations, ideas and findings to show patterns and relationships using formal and informal scientific language
(VCSIS072)
Grade 5 and 6
Scientific understandings, discoveries and inventions are used to inform personal and community decisions and to solve problems that directly
affect people’s lives (VCSSU073)
Solids, liquids and gases behave in different ways and have observable properties that help to classify them (VCSSU076)
With guidance, pose questions to clarify practical problems or inform a scientific investigation, and predict what the findings of an investigation
might be based on previous experiences or general rules (VCSIS082)
With guidance, plan appropriate investigation types to answer questions or solve problems and use equipment, technologies and materials safely,
identifying potential risks (VCSIS083)
Decide which variables should be changed, measured and controlled in fair tests and accurately observe, measure and record data (VCSIS084)
Compare data with predictions and use as evidence in developing explanations (VCSIS086) Suggest improvements to the methods used to
investigate a question or solve a problem (VCSIS087)
Communicate ideas and processes using evidence to develop explanations of events and phenomena and to identify simple cause-and-effect
relationships (VCSIS088)

Design and Technology
Explore how technologies use forces to create movement in designed solutions (VCDSTC014)
Explore the characteristics and properties of materials and components that are used to create designed solutions (VCDSTC017)
Visualise, generate, and communicate design ideas through describing, drawing and modelling (VCDSCD019)
Use materials, components, tools, equipment and techniques to produce designed solutions safely (VCDSCD020)
Use personal preferences to evaluate the success of design ideas, processes and solutions including their care for environment (VCDSCD021)
Sequence steps for making designed solutions (VCDSCD022)
Recognise the role of people in design and technologies occupations and explore factors, including sustainability, that impact on the design of
solutions to meet community needs (VCDSTS023)
Investigate how forces and the properties of materials affect the behaviour of a designed solution (VCDSTC024)
Investigate the suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for a range of purposes (VCDSTC027)
Critique needs or opportunities for designing and explore and test a variety of materials, components, tools and equipment and the techniques
needed to create designed solutions (VCDSCD028)
Select and use materials, components, tools and equipment using safe work practices to produce designed solutions (VCDSCD030)

Health and Physical Education
Practise personal and social skills to interact with others (VCHPEP060)
Cooperate with others when participating in physical activities (VCHPEM068)
Use trial and error to test solutions to movement challenges (VCHPEM069)
Examine how success, challenge and failure strengthen personal identities (VCHPEP088)
Apply innovative and creative thinking in solving movement challenges (VCHPEM103)
Adopt inclusive practices when participating in physical activities (VCHPEM102)
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Incursions
We can bring the fun of Discovery to you!
Sometimes you can’t make the trip in to the Discovery Centre, but we can still bring the fun of
hands-on science to your school or centre. With Workshops available from Early Learning to
Grade 8, or the option of a live science show.

Early Learning Incursions
Kinder - Prep
With guidance from a trained science explainer, students are introducted use their natural curiosity and learn
how to be a scientist in their everyday life.
$350 for first Workshop Session
$50 per additional Workshop session
Maximum 30 students per session, Maximum 4 sessions per day
1 additional supervisor required per 5 children

Early Learning Workshops
EVERYONE IS A SCIENTIST
Kinder - Prep
Everyone Is A Scientist is an interactive and hands on introduction to
science and scientific thinking, using senses to observe, having a guess
and then having a test!
SENSE-SATIONAL
Kinder - Prep
In Sense-Sational we explore and experiment with the five senses and
find out how we use them to be scientists. We also explore which sense is
the best and safest to use in different situations.

WATER AND WEATHER
Kinder - Prep
In this interactive and hands-on workshop we explore different types of
weather, and learn about wind and water with some fun experiments.
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Incursions
Primary Incursions
Grade 1 - Grade 8
Our Challenge Workshops provide the opportunity to exercise imagination, teamwork and resilience, combining
creativity and problem solving. Our Workshops also link to curriculum standards.
$550 for first Workshop Session
$100 per additional Workshop session
Maximum 30 students per session, Maximum 4 sessions per day
At least 1 teacher supervisor required per class

Primary Workshops
MINIBEASTS
Grade 1 - Grade 2
Subjects: Biology, Science Literacy
An introduction to the world of insects and what makes a minibeast.

WIND TUNNELS
Grade 2 - Grade 6
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students are challenged to overcome obstacles through creativity and engineering.
MARBLE RUNS
Grade 2 - Grade 8
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students use trial and error to control the path of a marble.

HOW SOUND (Grade 3 - Grade 6)
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students will explore ways to make their own instruments with different materials.

CIRCUITS & SWITCHES (Grade 3 - Grade 6)
Subjects: Engineering, Physics
Students work with electrical components to discover how to operate circuits and create
their own game.
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Sleepovers
Organising your next group sleepover is no longer a nightmare...
For a truly unique camping adventure, let your imagination run wild and get lost in the magical world of science
at a Discovery Sleepover. It is the perfect way to complement any school excursion to Bendigo. We provide dinner,
activities to keep everyone entertained, plenty of time to explore the exhibits, somewhere unique to sleep and, of
course, breakfast!

What’s included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time to explore the exhibits
A Bendigo Planetarium session
The Vertical Slide will be open for the more daring
Camping mats
Dinner, dessert and breakfast
Shower and toilet facilities
A dedicated Discovery Sleepover Staff Member
PG rated Movie

Sample itineraries
See how your time with us might flow
SLEEPOVER ITINERARY
Evening Program Example
5:00pm- 5:30pm - Arrive at Discovery, set up your camping mats and get the
low down on your stay
5:30 pm - The fun begins - Drop down the Vertical Slide and explore the exhibits
6:30pm - Dinner time
7:30pm - Take a guided tour through the cosmos in the Bendigo Planetarium
8:30pm - Movie time
10:00pm - Lights out!

SAMPLE ONLY
Morning Program Example

SAMPLE ONLY

7:00am – Rise and Shine, pack bags
7:30am – Breakfast is served
8:00am – Clean those teeth and explore the exhibits for one last time
8:30am – Sleepover Program Ends

Sleeping areas
In true sleepover fashion all participants will be sleeping together on the floor in the Discovery Auditorium. Camping
mats are provided, teachers and supervisors may prefer to bring their own blow-up mattresses or swags. Shower
and toilet facilities are available.
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Sleepovers
What to bring:
q Toothbrush & toothpaste
q Hairbrush
q Face washer & hand towel
q Change of clothes
q Sleeping bag & pillow
q Pyjamas & socks
q Drink bottle
q Hat
q Sunscreen
Sleeping mats are provided. However, teachers may
prefer to bring a swag or blow-up mattress.

What’s on the menu?
Dinner and Dessert:
Pizza is served for dinner and then icy-poles for
dessert.
Breakfast:
Corn flakes, Rice bubbles or Coco Pops; toast with
vegemite, jam or honey, and fruit juice.
We are more than happy to discuss how we can cater
for any special dietary requirements.

How much will a Sleepover cost?
At only $45.00 per person, per night you can’t beat Discovery for your next group sleepover.
A sleepover at Discovery requires a minimum booking of 20 people per night (25 people per Saturday and
Sunday night) and includes one free-of-charge adult at a ratio of 1 adult per every 10 children. Discovery can hold
a maximum of 70 people per night. Sleepovers are not available on Public Holidays. This cost includes all of the
activities mentioned above, sleeping mats and, of course, dinner, dessert and breakfast!

How do I organise a group Sleepover?
To book simply contact our friendly team on (03) 5444 4400 or send us an email to bookings@discovery.asn.au.
We have recently changed our terms and conditions, and a non-refundable deposit of $350 is required to
secure a sleepover booking.

Times and bag storage
Sleepovers begin at 5pm and go until 8:30am the following morning so as not to conflict with Discovery’s daytime
operations. In the event that a sleepover requires additional staff time outside these hours there may be additional
charges. The Discovery Centre can usually accommodate the storage of bags outside the sleepover times in an
open-access area, however all items of value should be left at home or carried on your person. Check with our
bookings officer about bag storage outside the duration of your sleepover.

Safety requirements
Risk Assessments for the Discovery Centre and for Sleepovers can be found in the guide on pages 19-21
• Appropriate footwear must be worn at all times when out of the sleeping area
• Pillow, sleeping bags required
• Induction to sleepover arrangement/schedule provided by Discovery staff on arrival of the sleepover group.
This includes; exits, toilets, emergency procedures, activities and requirements/rules/regulations.
• Discovery staff present for duration of visit.
• Teacher supervision required
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Pizza Parties
Want an after hours adventure at Discovery?
Book one of our Pizza Parties for a unique school excursion, family reunion, or club event. We provide dinner,
activities to keep everyone entertained, and plenty of time to explore the exhibits!

What’s included:
•
•
•
•
•

Time to explore the exhibits
A Bendigo Planetarium session
The Vertical Slide will be open for the more daring
Dinner
A dedicated Discovery Staff Member

What’s on the menu?
Pizza!! We are more than happy to discuss how we can cater for any special dietary requirements.

Sample itinerary
See how your time with us might flow
PIZZA PARTY ITINERARY EXAMPLE
5:00pm Arrive at Discovery and get the low down on the party
5:15pm Drop down the Vertical Slide and explore the exhibits
6:30pm Dinner time!
7:30pm Take a guided tour through the cosmos in the Bendigo Planetarium
8:00pm Party Ends

SAMPLE ONLY

What do I need to bring?
Socks for the slide! Discovery Staff will have everything else you need for the evening.

How much does a Pizza Party cost?
A Pizza Party Package at Discovery starts at $600 for up to 25 people. Additional guests are charged $25 per head.
Discovery can host a maximum of 50 people per party. If your group is larger than this, feel free to chat to us about
what we can do to accommodate you. This cost includes all of the activities mentioned above and, of course, pizza!

Team Building Pizza Party
Looking for a fun and collaborative experience for your team? Upgrade to a Team Building Party for $100 to include
a creative and collaborate engineering workshop to your visit!

How do I organise a Pizza Party?
To book simply contact our friendly team on (03) 5444 4400 or send us an email to bookings@discovery.asn.au.
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Risk Assessment
VENUE AND SAFETY INFORMATION FOR SCHOOL EXCURSIONS
Venue Name

Discovery Science and Technology Centre

Location

7 Railway Place, Bendigo 3550

Phone Number

03 5444 4400

Web Address

www.discovery.asn.au

Public Liability Insurance?

Yes

ACCESS
Are access points and exits from the premises safe and without risk to health?

Yes

Is the venue and activities wheelchair accessible?

Yes

Are disabled toilets available?

Yes

Are parent’s facilities available?

Yes

Are showers available?

Yes

EMERGENCIES
Are emergency procedures in place at the venue?

Yes

Are staff trained to deal with emergency situations?

Yes

FIRST AID
Are First Aid kits available?

Yes

Is there a trained First Aid officer at the venue?

Yes

Are there accident/Incident reporting forms available?

Yes

Is there a first aid room available?

No

WORKSHOPS
Recommended age group,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Preschool upwards
(different levels catered
for)

Guidelines prepared

Projectiles

Working with Children Check

Poisoning, ingestion, inhaling

Safety instructions issued prior to
and during
workshops – eg: no running, no
eating of ingredients etc

Tripping/injuries
Safety equipment provided when
necessary (e.g. Lab coats safety
glasses)
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Risk Assessment
VERTICAL SLIDE
Recommended ages,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

5 and over

Training completed
according
to detailed procedure and
have
undertaken risk
assessment

No pre-existing injuries
Physically capable
Able to understand
instructions

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Skin burn

Compulsary protective clothing; Overalls are
provided and socks are available to buy

Banging heads/arms – body
parts

Staff training and pre – slide instructions to
clients

Fear of heights
Rope at top of stairs

Operation reviewed and
retrained

Stairway

Working with Children
Check

Tripping on legs of overalls

Non – slip strips on stairs, hand rails, gate –
locked when not in use

Slipping and falling when
exiting

Clients instructed to tuck or roll up overalls
into socks

Crowding on platform

Discovery staff instructing
clients to use hand rail

EXHIBIT/FLOOR TIME
Recommended ages,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Open

Working with Children
Check

Tripping/falling onto
exhibits

No running in centre – as directed by
Discovery staff

Injuries through misuse

Adult supervision encouraged – staff and
teachers

KALEIDOSCOPE
Recommended ages,,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Under 6

Working with Children
Check

Tripping/falling onto
exhibits

No running in centre – as directed by
Discovery staff

Injuries through misuse

Must have adult supervision – staff and
teachers
No students over 5 years of age

PLANETARIUM
Recommended age group,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Open

Training completed and
regularly reviewed
Working with Children
Check

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Limited vision

Discovery staff provide pre-show guidelines

Dizziness/Claustrophobia

Patrons able to exit at any time during show

Fire

Emergency signage – fire and exit
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Risk Assessment
VENUE AND SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AFTER HOURS EXCURSIONS
Venue Name

Discovery Science and Technology Centre

Location

7 Railway Place, Bendigo 3550

Phone Number

03 5444 4400

Web Address

www.discovery.asn.au

Public Liability Insurance?

Yes

PIZZA PARTIES
Recommended age group,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Ages 5 and over

Training completed and
regularly reviewed

Pre existing medical
conditions e.g. asthma

Staff awareness – information provided from
schools

Working with Children Check

Food allergies.

Supervisors are responsible to manage
childrens’ medications
Supervisors to have relevant emergency
contact numbers
Liaise with organisations/schools about meal
arrangements

SLEEPOVERS
Recommended age group,
fitness level, prerequisites

Staff accreditation /
competency for activity

Prep upwards

Staff over 18

Potential Risks

Control Strategies

Pre existing medical
conditions e.g. asthma

Staff awareness – information provided from
schools

Food allergies

Teachers are responsible to manage children
medications

All staff policies signed off
Induction training completed
Separation anxiety
Working with Children Check
Fire

Teachers to have relevant emergency contact
numbers
Ambient light provided overnight
Fire alarms, signage and emergency plans
Induction to school on arrival eg: where exits
are and who to contact
Liaise with schools about meal arrangements
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Teacher Resources
Teacher Resources
We have a whole section on our website for educators so that
you can access the most current information about workshops,
classroom resources and programs, along with helpful links to
information about exhibits.
To see our online Education page, visit:
www.discovery.asn.au/education
And don’t overlook our Teacher Portal! It includes classroom
extension acitivities to complement your visit to the centre.
To see our teacher resources, visit and sign up for acces:
www.discovery.asn.au/education/teacher-portal

Professional Development
Fun-first science and technology is Discovery’s focus, and we want to share our love of fun hands-on science
education. Discovery and our partnered organisations are proud to offer Educator Professional Development
sessions on different subjects throughout the year. Check out our website for our upcoming sessions.

STEAM Networking and Preview Nights
Discovery hosts networking events for STEAM educators and professionals from Bendigo and beyond. Participants
will get to experience an excursion to Discovery, including some of our Inquiry Workshops, and get to meet and learn
from other STEAM enthusiasts. Our educational programming staffwill be on hand to demonstrate the workshops
and activities that we offer throughout the year. It’s also a great opportunity to ask questions, meet with fellow
teachers, and plan excursions for your class.

Education Newsletter
Educators Online is a free monthly electronic newsletter that will keep you current on workshops, programs,
available resources and events. You’ll also receive advance notice of STEAM networking nights, Professional
Development events and new resources.
To subscribe, visit www.discovery.asn.au/education

We love social media
Stay connected with us using some or all of the following social media tools and always know what’s going on.
facebook.com/discovery.bendigo

instagram.com/discovery.bendigo

twitter.com/DiscoBendigo
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Our Sponsors
Thank you to our sponsors and partners
The Discovery Centre is fortunate to have the support of many generous sponsors, all of whom share our vision of
inspiring scientific curiosity through innovation and exploration. We would like to thank the following organisations
for their support and partnership, and for a full list of our sponsors you can visit our website.

Free Transport to Discovery Science & Technology Centre
During 2017, the state government tested a bus subsidy program to encourage regional and rural schools to visit
education facilities in Bendigo.
In 2018 and beyond, your school can make use of the Bendigo Access Program to cover the cost of transport to the
Discovery Science & Technology Centre for a STEM immersion.
To create the best value for the subsidy, you’re encouraged to fill your day with other education based activities in
Bendigo, which could include the Bendigo Art Gallery, Ulumbarra Theatre events or the Central Deborah Gold Mine
and Talking Tram, but that’s not essential.
When you book your trip to Discovery by phoning 03 5444 4400 ask us to forward you a Department of Transport
Project Proposal form. The form is designed to make filling it out as simple as possible.
You then forward the form to the email addresses at the top of the form, and you’ll receive a prompt reply.
Hopefully the program will give real help to covering the cost of your excursion.

